DEQ LBR TP TMDL - LBWC Update  
March 13, 2014

LBWC & TAC

- March 6, 2014 Memo to LBWC requesting vote on the 2014_0203 Model Calibration
  - Written reviews of AQUATOX calibration by EPA (Bill Stewart and Ben Cope) and AQUATOX developers (Dick Park and Jonathan Clough) provided to LBWC on March 13, 2014

- AQUATOX calibration (02/03/2014), import file (01/24/2014), draft Model Report 2 (02/26/2014) and other documentation provided to LBWC and TAC and posted on the DEQ LBR webpage: http://www.deq.idaho.gov/regional-offices-issues/boise/basin-watershed-advisory-groups/lower-boise-river-wag.aspx
  - ftp site, “AQUATOX Modeling Data”
  - ftp site, “AQUATOX Model Files”

- Draft TP TMDL Chapters 1-6 were provided to LBWC and TAC on February 14, 2014 and posted on the DEQ LBR webpage: http://www.deq.idaho.gov/regional-offices-issues/boise/basin-watershed-advisory-groups/lower-boise-river-wag.aspx
  - Incorporates comments received on the 12/10/13 draft TMDL chapters 1-4
  - Includes DRAFT gross allocation scenario to meet the May - Sept TP target of 0.07 mg/L
  - Do not include TP allocation scenarios to meet nuisance algae target (TBD based on AQUATOX)
  - 1 set of comments received to date

Upcoming Meetings

- March 27th TAC – Need to Change date?
  - Subjects??

- April 10 LBWC meeting - Caldwell

- Other meeting dates as necessary???

Please contact me if you would like to further discuss any LBR TP TMDL-related items

Troy Smith  
Watershed Coordinator  
Idaho DEQ  
208-373-0434  
Troy.Smith@deq.idaho.gov